
Minimalist design 
Sing the melody of purifying life



More want special enjoyment

AQIPM
2.5

PM2.5 display Air quality 
indicator

Bluetooth 
speaker

Quiet sleep
35dB

Energy saving
10W

Three million
Anions

New smart home experience



Wind turbine out
Vortex type outlet, built-in outlet network to prevent foreign bodies from falling



Unique air circulation design
Vortex type outlet, built-in outlet network to prevent foreign bodies from falling



Three layers of progressive filtration
Ÿ  Desktop air purifier can maximize the use of bedroom and other Spaces less than 25 square meters, and  effectively remove the volatile TVOC and odor of solvents in the 

space. Machine equipped with high efficient strong  motor, unique inclined wind flow, form new 360 ° circle big airflow, comprehensive purification space every corner.
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Comprehensive • purify every corner of the space

Desktop air purifier, suitable for less than 20 square meters of 
indoor space use, such as: bedroom desktop, office desktop.The 
machine is equipped with efficient and strong motor, and the 
inclined wind wheel forms a new 360" circulation airflow, which 
can purify every corner of the indoor space.
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低

中

高

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE 
 SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENT CERTIFICATION

CADR ANION HIGH-EFFECT LOW NOISE
60m³/h
Great capacity

300 millions
Huge amount

10W
Rated power

<55dB(A)
Gb standard



Bluetooth stereo
The front of the fuselage adopts special horn cloth to make the sound, the appearance is beautiful, the 

color is changeable, it has the function of dustproof, protecting the horn and filtering the sharp noise
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Specification

5.0
Bluetooth version Bluetooth connection distance

Frequency response range

10m

40Hz ~20KHz

Output power

8W

Signal to noise ratio
≥90dB
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Specification

1.7/10kg
Net weight/gross 
weight (4 PCS 1)

Product dimension

Rated voltage/frequency

19x19x29cm

DC24V   1.0A

Loading(20FT/40HQ)

1200/2852PCS

Power
10W   

CADR
50m³/h 
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Minimalist design 
Sing the melody of purifying life



Live comfortably • breathe freely
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Sing the melody of purifying life
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Energy efficiency savings 
Sing the melody of purifying life
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Surface process
A variety of color matching options, dazzle color beautiful
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Injection molding custom
A variety of color matching options, dazzle color beautiful
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Cloth art custom
A variety of color matching options, dazzle color beautiful


